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SOME STRUCTURE THEOREMS FOR NEARRINGS 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION

Studies of the ring of endomorphisms of an abelian 
group and the ring of linear transformations of a vector 
space lead naturally to investigation of the set of endo
morphisms of an arbitrary group and the set of affine 
transformations of a vector space. These latter sets do 
not form rings under the "natural" operations of addition 
and multiplication, that is, pointwise addition and compo
sition of mappings. The set of all mappings of an arbitrary 
group into itself, together with those natural operations, 
does form a more general algebraic system called a nearring. 
The set of endomorphisms determines a particularly tractable 
subnearring of this system, and the set of affine transfor
mations of a vector space also forms a nearring.

A nearring is an algebraic system that satisfies the 
axioms of a ring with the possible exceptions of the com
mutative law of addition and one of the distributive laws.
In this paper only left nearrings will be considered; that 
is, the right distributive law is not assumed as an axiom.
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2
With the obvious changes of "left" to "right", any state
ment that is valid for left nearrings is also valid for 
right nearrings.

Nearfields, those nearrings in which the multiplica
tive semigroup of nonzero elements is a group, were in
troduced by Dickson [8] in 1905. Further studies of near
fields were published in 1936 by Zassenhaus [17], and in 
1940 by Kalscheuer [10] and B. H. Neumann [15] . However, 
the study of nearrings, the natural generalization of near
fields, dates only from Blackett's article [6] in 1953 on 
the structure of certain "semisimple" nearrings. Betsch 
[5] in 1954 extended the definition of the Jacobson radical 
of a ring to those nearrings considered by Blackett in his 
paper of the preceding year and showed that such a nearring 
is semisimple (as defined by Blackett without the use of a 
radical) if and only if its Jacobson radical is zero. In 
the past fifteen years other radicals and radical-like 
structures have been studied for several important classes 
of nearrings. (See [2], [7], [12], [13], [16].)

In this paper some structure theorems are established 
for general nearrings and for the "special" nearrings con
sidered by Blackett and Betsch. Objects of particular in
terest in this regard are the Jacobson radical, primitive 
nearrings, and nearfields. Chapter II gives basic defini
tions, some results of Blackett and Betsch, and extends 
the Betsch definition of the Jacobson radical to general
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nearrings. Chapter III restates for nearrings the standard 
theory of subdirect sum decomposition of rings into subdi- 
rectly irreducible and primitive component rings. In Chap
ter IV various properties of nearrings, primitive nearrings, 
and the radical are established. In Chapter V the decompo
sition theory of Chapter III is applied to identify those 
nearrings that have representations as subdirect sums of 
nearfields. A different approach to the structure of near
rings, a Peirce decomposition, is given in Chapter VI.

The results in this paper, especially those in Chap
ters IV and V, that are not specifically attributed to 
others are the work of the author. Many theorems of ring 
theory are extended here to nearrings ; most of these may 
be found in the books by Jacobson [9] and McCoy [14].

It should be pointed out that, in many instances, the 
standard proofs from ring theory could not be adapted to 
nearrings, because of the extensive use made of the concept 
of quasi-regularity in the Jacobson structure theory for 
rings. Quasi-regularity is closely related to the arith
metic of elements, but in general nearrings this arithme
tic is severely limited by the assumption of only one dis
tributive law. In the literature, (e.g., [3] and [12]), 
quasi-regularity has been of limited utility even in re
stricted classes of nearrings.



CHAPTER II 

THE JACOBSON RADICAL OF A NEARRING

A general (left) nearring is an ordered triple (N,+/*), 
where N is a nonempty set and + and • are binary composi
tions (called addition and multiplication, respectively) on 
N such that

(1) (N,+) is a group (not necessarily commutative)
(2) (N,*) is a semigroup
(3) multiplication is distributive, from the left, 

over addition. The multiplication sign is usually omitted, 
multiplication being indicated by juxtaposition of symbols. 
Condition (3), the left distributive law, may thus be ex
pressed by r(s + t) = rs + rt for all r, s, and t in N.

A special (left) nearring, (called a C-ring by Berman 
and Silverman [4]), is a general nearring in which On = 0 
for each n in N, Here, 0 is the identity element of (N,+). 
The symbol N will be used for a nearring, general or spe
cial. When not otherwise specified, N is understood to be 
a general nearring. Of the examples cited in Chapter I, 
the set of all transformations of an arbitrary group into 
itself is a general nearring if the group has more than one
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element, as is the set of all affine transformations on a 
vector space of more than one element. The subnearring of 
group transformations determined by the endomorphisms is a 
special nearring. A nearfield is also a special nearring. 
(See Theorem 5.1.) Of course, any ring is a special near
ring, and any division ring is a nearfield.

Betsch defined the Jacobson radical only for special 
nearrings. However, his definitions and results are valid 
with almost no alteration for general nearrings and they 
will be so stated here. Most of the definitions and, with 
the exception of Theorems 2.1 and 2.8, all theorems stated 
formally in this, chapter are from the paper [5] by Betsch.

A not necessarily commutative group (G,+) is called a 
(right) N-group if there is defined a right multiplication 
of the elements of G by the elements of N, the products be
ing again in G , such that g(m + n) = gm + gn and g(mn) = 
(gm)n for each g in G and every m and n in N. N-groups do 
exist; (N,+) with its nearring multiplication is an N-group. 
In any nearring, the left distributive law implies nO = 0 
for each n in N, and similarly gO^ = 0^ for each g in any 
N-group G. (Subscripts will be used, when necessary, to 
distinguish between the zero of a nearring N and the zero 
of an N-group G.) It is not generally true, however, that 
Oĵ n = 0^. For example, on any nonzero additive group, the 
zero map followed by a map that takes zero onto a nonzero 
element does not have the same result as the zero map alone.
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Thus not every nearring is special. Indeed, a simple argu
ment yields

Theorem 2.1: O^n = 0_ for each n in N and each N-group
(G,+) if and only if N is a special nearring.

Proof: Assume N is special. Since 0^0., = 0„, it fol-
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  jNi b

lows that

= (OG°N)" = ° G ^ V ^  = °G°N = °G
for each n in N. Since (N,+) is itself an N-group, the 
converse is obvious.

A subgroup H of an N-group G for which HN = {hn|heH, 
neN}c H is called an N-subgroup of G . Clearly, an N-sub- 
group of an N-group is itself an N-group. The N-subgroups 
of (N,+) are called N-modules. An N-module M is invariant 
if NM Ç M. A nonzero N-group G is minimal if it has no pro
per nonzero N-subgroups; G is essentially minimal if it is 
minimal and GN ^ {0}. An N-homomorphism f of an N-group G 
into another N-group is a group homomorphism f such that 
(gn)f = (gf)n for each g in G and n in N.

For examples of some of these concepts, let N be a 
ring. Clearly, any ring module of N is an N-group, any 
ideal of N is an invariant N-module, and any ring module 
homomorphism is an N-homomorphism. Betsch [5] showed that 
when N is a ring the essentially minimal N-groups coincide 
with the irreducible ring modules of N.

A mapping f of a nearring N into another nearring is
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a nearring homomorphism if (m + n)f = mf + nf and (mn)f =
(mf)(nf) for each m and n in N. The usual elementary argu
ment shows that the image of a nearring under a nearring 
homomorphism is again a nearring. The kernels of nearring 
homomorphisms are called ideals. Blackett [6] showed that 
K is an ideal of N if and only if K is a normal subgroup 
of (N,+) that satisfies

(1) NK Ç K and
(2) (m + k)n - mn is in K for each k in K and m and n

in N.
Normal subgroups of (N,+) that satisfy (1) above are 

called left ideals ; those that satisfy (2) are called right 
ideals. Blackett also showed in [6] that the right ideals 
of N are just the kernels of N-homomorphisms of the N-group 
(N,+). In a special nearring each right ideal K is an N- 
module, because kn = (0 + k)n - On is in K for each k in K 
and n in N. Hence each ideal K is an invariant N-module 
if N is special. In a general nearring, however, KN may 
not be contained in K. With the usual definitions of coset 
addition and multiplication, the cosets of an ideal K in 
the nearring N form the difference nearring N/K.

The elements n in N such"that gn = 0 for a fixed g in 
an N-group G form a right ideal of N, the annihilator 
right ideal of g; the elements n in N such that gn = 0 for 
all g in a fixed N-group G form an ideal of N, the an
nihilator ideal of G. A^ is just the intersection of the 
Ag for all elements g in G.
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The intersection of the annihilator ideals of all mini
mal N-groups is called the (Jacobson) radical of N. It fol
lows that if there is no minimal N-group, the radical is N 
itself. The radical J of N is easily seen to be the inter
section of the annihilator ideals of only the essentially 
minimal N-groups. Again, if there is no essentially mini
mal N-group, J is equal to N. Because the intersection of 
ideals is an ideal, J is an ideal of N.

Theorem 2.2; If N is a ring, the essentially minimal
N-groups coincide with the irreducible right ring modules
of N, and the nearring radical of N coincides with the 
Jacobson radical of the ring N.

The set {0} is an ideal in any nearring. As an ideal 
{0} will be written (0). The ideal (0) is an N-module if 
and only if N is special.

Theorem 2.3: If J is the radical of the nearring N,
the radical of the difference nearring N/J is the zero 
ideal.

Theorem 2.4: If K is an ideal of N, J the radical of
N, and I the radical of N/K, then Jf ç i, where f is the
natural map of N onto N/K.

A nearring N is called primitive if there exists an 
essentially minimal N-group G such that the annihilator 
ideal A„ is the zero ideal. It is immediate from the defi- 
nitions that the radical of a primitive nearring is the 
zero ideal. An ideal P of N is called primitive if N/P is 
a primitive nearring.
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Lemma 2.5; An ideal P of a nearring N is primitive if 

and only if P is for some essentially minimal N-group G.
Theorem 2.6: The radical of a nearring N is the inter

section of the primitive ideals of N.
A proper (nonzero) right ideal K of a nearring N is 

called module-maximal (module-minimal) or m-maximal (m-mini- 
mal) if there exists no N-module A such that K C A C N 
((0) C  A C  K) . Here the symbol C implies strict inclusion. 
In a general nearring, an m-maximal (m-minimal) right ideal 
may not be maximal (minimal) as a right ideal, because there 
may be right ideals that are not modules (e.g., the ideal
(0) in a nearring that is not special). In a special near
ring, no such confusion arises.

A proper right ideal K of a nearring N is called modu
lar if there is an element e in N such that n - en is in K 
for each n in N. Such an element e is called a left iden
tity modulo K. If K is a modular ideal, N/K has (e + K) as 
a left identity.

Theorem 2.7; If G is an essentially minimal N-group, 
there is an element g in G such that gN = G and A^ is a 
modular m-maximal right ideal of N. Conversely, if K is a 
modular m-maximal right ideal of N, then there exists an 
element g in an essentially minimal N-group G, such that 
gN = G and A = K.g

In the above theorem, G is actually N-isomorphic to 
the difference N-group (N,+) - (A^,+). A direct proof of
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this is not difficult. However, the isomorphism is a conse
quence of Theorem 2.7 and

Theorem 2.8: If G is an N-group and gM = G for some g
in G and some N-module M, then G is N-isomorphic to the dif
ference N-group (M, + ) - (AnM, + ) , where A is the annihilator 
right ideal (usually written A^) of the element g.

Proof : The annihilator A is a right ideal of N, so
(A, + ) is a normal subgroup of (N, + ). Hence (AP\M, + ) is a 
normal subgroup of (M,+), so the difference group M =
(M, + ) - (AriM, + ) exists. The right ideal property of A is
used to show that the multiplication in M by elements of N
given by mn = mn is well-defined. Indeed, let mi = m 2 in 
M. Then -mi + m 2 is in APiM, and if follows that 

mzn - min = (mi + ( - m i + m 2 ))n - m%n
is in A H M  for each n in N, and hence that min = man. Fi
nally, it is easily verified that the map f from G = gM to 
M given by (gm)f = m is an N-isomorphism.

The radical of a nearring N is the intersection of the 
annihilator ideals of all essentially minimal N-groups, and 
each such annihilator ideal is the intersection of the an
nihilator right ideals of the elements of its essentially 
minimal N-group. By Theorem 2.7, the set of annihilator 
right ideals of such elements coincides with the set of 
modular m-maximal right ideals of N. There follows then

Theorem 2.9; The radical of a nearring N is the inter-
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section of the modular m-maximal right ideals of N.

A nearring N will be called semisimple if its radical
is the zero ideal; N will be called radical if its radical
is N itself. A nearring N satisfies the minimum condition
if each nonempty collection of nonzero N-modules contains a
minimal N-module. An N-module M is said to be nilpotent if
there is a positive integer k, such that the product of k

karbitrary elements of M is always zero; M will represent 
the set of all such k-fold products of elements of M. An 
N-module M is said to be nil if each element of M is nilpo
tent .

Theorem 2.10; In a special nearring N with minimum 
condition, {0} is the only nilpotent N-module if and only if 
N is semisimple.

It was in order to obtain this theorem that Betsch de
fined the nearring radical. Blackett [6] had investigated 
the structure of semisimple special nearrings with minimum 
condition. His definition of semisimple was made, however, 
without use of the concept of a radical. He defined a class 
of simple nearrings, and showed that a special nearring N 
with minimum condition is simple if and only if N is semi
simple and all essentially minimal N-groups are N-isomorphic. 
He also proved that if a semisimple special nearring N with 
minimum condition has more than one element, then N is a fi
nite direct sum of certain ideals of N, each of which is 
simple when it is considered as a nearring.
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The Betsch definition of the radical was extended by 

Beidleman in 19 65 [2] to the radical of any N-group, where 
N is a special nearring. Many of the results in Chapter IV 
could be reformulated in terms of this N-group radical, or 
rather in terms of its generalization for general nearrings.



CHAPTER III

SUBDIRECT SUMS OF NEARRINGS

The theory of subdirect sum representation of rings 
carries over almost word for word to nearrings. The dis
cussion below follows McCoy [14].

Let N^ be a collection of nearrings indexed by the 
elements of a set I and let S be the set of all mappings f 
from I into the union of the N^ such that (i)f is in N^ for 
each i in I. If addition and multiplication are defined in 
S by

(i)(f + g) = (i)f + (i)g and (i)(fg) = ((i)f)((i)g), 
then S becomes a nearring, the complete direct sum of the N^. 
S is a special nearring if and only if each N^ is a special 
nearring. The subset S' of S consisting of those functions 
in S whose value at i is 0^ (the zero of N^) for all but a 
finite number of i in I is a subnearring of S. This sub
nearring S' is the discrete direct sum of the N^.

With each i in I there is associated the evaluation 
map h^ from S into N^ which takes each f into (i)f. Clear
ly, from the definitions of addition and multiplication in 
S, each h^ is a nearring homomorphism. Hence, if T is any

13
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subnearring of S, then (T)h^ is a subnearring of N^. A 
subnearring T of the complete direct sum is a subdirect sum 
of the components of S if (T)h^ = for each i in I. A 
nearring N has a representation as a subdirect sum of the 
nearrings if there exists an isomorphism of N with some 
subdirect sum of the N^.

Theorem 3.1: A nearring N has a representation as a
subdirect sum of the nearrings if and only if for each i 
in I there exists a homomorphism p̂  ̂ of N onto N^, and each 
nonzero element of N has a nonzero image under some p ^ .

Proof ; If T is a representation of N as a subdirect 
sum of the components N , let h be an isomorphism of N onto 
T, and let h^ be the natural homomorphism of T onto for 
each i in I. Then any nonzero n in N has a nonzero image 
nh under the isomorphism h and hence for some i in I , 0 ^ 

(nh)h^ = n(hh^). The composite map hh^ is the required 
homomorphism p^.

Conversely, if {p^|iel} is such a family of homomor
phisms, then for each n in N the map f^ from I to the union 
of the defined by (i)f^ = (n)p^ is in the direct sum S 
of the components N^. Since each p̂  ̂ is a homomorphism, the 
map P from N into S defined by (n)P = f^ is a homomorphism. 
Now, for each nonzero n in N there is some p^ such that 
0 ^ (n)p^ = (i)f^, so f^ is the zero of S if and only if 
n = 0. Thus the kernel of P is {0}, so P is one-to-one, 
and (N)P is an isomorphic image of N. Finally, (N)P is
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indeed a subdirect sum, since Np^ = by hypothesis, and 
(nP)h^ = “ (n)p^ for each n in N. Thus
(NP)h^ = Np^ = N^.

Since„the kernels of the homomorphisms p^ of this 
theorem are ideals of N, it follows from the Fundamental 
Homomorphism Theorem (which holds by the very definition of 
nearring ideals) that Theorem 3.1 can be restated as

Corollary 3.2; A nearring N has a representation as a 
subdirect sum of nearrings if and only if for each i in 
I there is an ideal of N such that N/K^ is isomorphic to 

and the intersection of all the is the zero ideal.
From Theorem 3.1 it is clear that any set of homomor

phic images of N which contains one or more isomorphic 
images of N can serve as the set of components in a subdi
rect sum representation of N. Such a representation is 
called trivial. A nearring is subdirectly irreducible if 
it has no nontrivial representation as a subdirect sum.
That is, N is subdirectly irreducible if each subdirect sum 
representation includes among the components an isomorphic 
copy of N.

It follows from Corollary 3.2 that N has a nontrivial 
subdirect sum representation if and only if there is a 
family {K^} of nonzero ideals of N whose intersection is 
the zero ideal. Hence

Corollary 3.3; A nonzero nearring N is subdirectly
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irreducible if and only if the intersection of all the non
zero ideals of N is nonzero. Equivalently, N ^ {0} is sub
directly irreducible if and only if there is a (necessarily 
unique and minimal) nonzero ideal of N that is contained in 
each nonzero ideal of N.

With the aid of Corollaries 3.2 and 3.3 it can now be 
shown that the subdirectly irreducible nearrings are "uni
versal components" in the sense that every nearring has a 
representation among the subdirect sums of such components.

Theorem 3.4; Each nearring N is isomorphic to a sub- 
direct sum of subdirectly irreducible nearrings.

Proof ; The one-element nearring N = {0} is clearly 
subdirectly irreducible. If there is a nonzero element n 
in N, consider the set Z of all the ideals K of N that do 
not contain n. Certainly Z is nonempty since it contains 
the zero ideal. The hypotheses of Zorn's Lemma are satis
fied by Z with the partial ordering of set inclusion, so
there is a maximal element K in Z. Thus n is an elementn
of any ideal I of N that properly contains K^. Consider 
now N/K^ and the natural homomorphism h of N onto N/K^.
Any nonzero ideal L of N/K^ has as preimage the ideal Lh  ̂

of N which properly contains K^. Hence Lh~^ contains n, 
so 0 = ^ nh, and nh is in each nonzero ideal L of N/K^.
By Corollary 3.3, N/K^ is subdirectly irreducible.

The construction of can be repeated for each non
zero n in N. Since each n is not in its K^, the intersec-
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tion of all the must be zero. By Corollary 3.2, N is 
isomorphic to a subdirect sum of the nearrings N/K^. Since 
each N/K^ has been shown to be subdirectly irreducible, the 
proof is complete.

The next theorem relates the radical of a nearring N 
to the subdirect sum structure of N, and shows that the 
primitive nearrings are "universal components" for the class 
of semisimple nearrings.

Theorem 3.5: A nonzero nearring is semisimple if and
only if it is isomorphic to a subdirect sum of primitive 
nearrings.

Proof ; If N is semisimple, the intersection of all 
of its primitive ideals is zero, so N is isomorphic to a 
subdirect sum of the nearrings N/P where P ranges over the 
set of primitive ideals of N. Each N/P is primitive by de
finition.

Conversely, if N is isomorphic to a subdirect sum of 
primitive nearrings N ^ , let h be the isomorphism, let h^ be 
the natural homomorphism of Nh onto N ^ , and let be the 
kernel of the composite map hh^. Then, N^ = (Nh)h^ =
N(hh^), so N^ is isomorphic to N/K^. It is easily verified 
that primitivity is preserved under isomorphism. Thus each 

is primitive, so the radical J of N is contained in each 
K^. But, by Corollary 3.2, the intersection of all the 
is zero. Hence J = (0), i.e., N is semisimple.
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Logically, the next step is to establish a "good" re

presentation theorem for primitive nearrings. For example, 
in ring theory each right primitive ring is isomorphic to a 
dense ring of linear transformations on a right vector space 
over a division ring. This representation problem has not 
been solved so satisfactorily for general nearrings.

For a restricted class of nearrings, the distributively 
generated nearrings satisfying the minimum condition, Laxton
[11] has considered the representation problem for primitive 
nearrings. For the general problem. Theorem 4.8 shows that 
each primitive nearring N is isomorphic to a subnearring of 
the full transformation nearring of a difference group of 
(N,+). It is hoped that the results of Chapters IV and V 
will be useful tools in a later, more successful, attack on 
this problem.



CHAPTER IV

FURTHER PROPERTIES OF NEARRINGS AND THE RADICAL

In this chapter a variety of properties of nearrings, 
especially primitive nearrings, and of the Jacobson radical 
will be established. Some of these results will be of use 
in Chapter V while others are of independent interest.
Among the latter is Theorem 4.25 which shows that in a gen
eral nearring N the radical is hereditary in the sense that 
each invariant N-module (considered as a nearring) has as 
its radical the intersection of the module with the radical 
of N. A similar hereditary property holds for many, though 
not for all, of the radicals studied in rings.

The first concept to be considered will be convenient 
for use in the statement of some theorems and also helps to 
describe the structure of the kernel of an N-homomorphism. 
An ideal of an N-group G is a subset H of G such that

(1) (H,+) is a normal subgroup of (G,+), and
(2) (g + h)n - gn is in H for each g in G, h in H,

and n in N.
Thus the ideals of G mimic in G the properties of the right
ideals of N. Notice, however, that an ideal of G may not

19
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be an N-subgroup of G; if N is a nearring that is not spe
cial, the set {0} is an ideal of the N-group N, but {0} is 
not an N-subgroup of N.

Theorem 4.1: All ideals of an N-group G are N-groups,
and hence N-subgroups of G, if and only if O^N = {0^}.

Proof: If O N  = {0^}, the conclusion is an obvious
--------- (j (j

consequence of condition (2) in the definition of an ideal 
of an N-group. If all ideals of G are N-groups, then, in 
particular, {0̂ ,} is an N-group. Hence O^N ç {0^}, so
OqU = (Og).

It is an immediate consequence of this theorem and 
Theorem 2.1 that every ideal of every N-group is itself an
N-group if and only if N is special.

Beidleman [3] cites the dissertations of Betsch and 
R. J. Roth (at Tubingen and Duke, respectively) as the 
source of following characterization of the ideals of an 
N-group.

Theorem 4.2; H is an ideal of the N-group G if and 
only if H is the kernel of an N-homomorphism of G into some 
N-group G '.

Proof : If f is an N-homomorphism of G into G ' with
kernel H, then (H, + ) is a normal subgroup of (G, + ) , because 
f is a group homomorphism. Consider the arbitrary elements 
g in G, h in H, and n in N, and let x = (g + h)n - gn. Then

xf = ( (g + h)n - gn) f = (gf + hf)n - (gf)n = 0.
Thus X is in.H, and H is an ideal of G .
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If H is an ideal of the N-group G, let G ' = (G,+) - 
(H,+) and let f be the natural group homomorphism of G onto 
G '. G ' is made an N-group by the definition (g + H)n =
(gn + H) for each g in G and n in N. The only property 
needed that is not obvious is that the multiplication in G ' 
by elements of N is well-defined. But if (gi + H) =
(gz + H ) , then (-gz + gi) is in H. Thus (gin - gzn), which 
is (g2 + (-gz + gi))n - gzn, is in H for each n in N. Hence 
(gin + H) = (gzn. + H) , so (gi + H)n = (gz + H)n. Finally, 
for each g in G and n in N the computation (gn)f = (gn + H) = 
(g + H)n = (gf)n shows that f is an N-homomorphism.

A concept and notation that will be convenient here, 
as in ring theory, is that of the Noetherian quotient of 
subsets of an N-group. Specifically, let S and T be sub
sets of an N-group G . The Noetherian quotient of T by S is 
defined by (T:S) = {neN|Sn c t }. In many instances these 
quotients are ideals or right ideals of the nearring N.

Theorem 4.3: Let H be an ideal of the N-group G and
let S be any subset of G . Then

(1) (H:S) is a right ideal of N, and
(2) if SN Ç s then (H:S) is an ideal of N.
Proof ; Clearly, for each ni and nz in (H:S) and each 

s in S, s(ni - nz) = sni - sn 2 is in H. Thus (H:S) is a 
subgroup of (N,+). Also, for each m in N, each n in (H:S), 
and each s in S, s(m + n - m) = sm + sn - sm is in H, because
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(H,+) is normal in (G,+). Thus (H;S) is normal in (N,+). 
Finally, for each mi and m 2 in N, each n in (H:S), and each 
s in S,

s((mi + n)m 2 - mim 2 ) = (smi + sn)m 2 - (smi)m2 

is in H, because H is an ideal of G. Thus (1) has been es
tablished.

If SN Ç S, then S(N(H:S)) = (SN)(H:S)C S(H:S)C H.
Thus N(H;S) Ç (H:S), and the right ideal (H:S) of N is an 
ideal of N.

Corollary 4.4: Let K be any right ideal of N, let G
be any N-group, and let 0 be the identity element of G .

(1) (K:S) is a right ideal of N for each subset S of N,
(2) (K:N) is the largest ideal of N contained in K if

K is modular.
(3) (0:8) is a right ideal of N for each subset S of G.
(4) (C:G) = Ag
(5) (0:g) = Ag for each g in G.
Proof : Results (1) and (3) are immediate consequences

of the theorem. Results (4) and (5) are obvious restate
ments of definitions. For (2), assume K is modular and let 
e be the left identity modulo K. By definition of (K:N), 
the product en is in K for each n in (K:N). But n - en is 
also in K for each n in (K:N), and hence (K:N) ç k . Let L 
be any ideal of N such that (K:N) ç L ç  K. Then for each k 
in L, Nk Ç  L 9  K, i.e., k is in (K:N). Thus (K:N) = L.
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The next three theorems, all of which are direct ana

logs of results in ring theory (see McCoy [14]), relate 
Noetherian quotients of ideals to primitive nearrings and 
lead up to Theorem 4.8, a representation theorem for primi
tive nearrings. The first of these theorems is restricted 
to special nearrings; the others are not.

Theorem 4.5; If K is an m-minimal right ideal of the 
special nearring N and if ^ {0}, then N/(0:K) is a primi
tive nearring.

Proof : Denote N/(0:K) by N. K is nonzero, for other
wise it would not be m-minimal. K is an N-module because N 
is special. Hence K, being m-minimal, is a minimal N-group. 
For each n in N let n be the element n + (0:K) in N, and de
fine a multiplication by kn = kn for each k in K and n in N.
It is easily verified that, with this multiplication, K is 
a minimal N-group. Also, KN = KN is nonzero because K^ is 
nonzero. Hence K is an essentially minimal N-group. Final
ly, the annihilator ideal of K in N is (O’) , for if {0} =
Kn = Kn, then n is in (0:K) , i.e., n = O’. Thus the nearring 
N/(0:K), and hence also the ideal (0:K) of N, is primitive.

Theorem 4.6; If K is an m-maximal right ideal of the 
nearring N, and if N^ 2  K, then N/(K:N) is primitive.

Proof ; Denote N/(K:N) by N. K is not all of N, for 
otherwise it would not be m-maximal. Let N be the nonzero
difference group (N,+) - (K,+). For each n in N let n be
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the element n + K in N, let n be the element n + (K:N) in N, 
and define mn = mn for all m and n in N. It is easily veri
fied that, with this multiplication, N is a minimal N-group. 
Also, NN= NÎ  is nonzero because is not in K. Hence N is 
an essentially minimal N-group. Finally, the annihilator 
ideal of N in N is (0) , for if {0̂ } = Nn = then n is in 
(K:N) , i.e., n = F. Thus the nearring N/(K:N) , and hence 
also the ideal (K:N) of N, is primitive.

These last two proofs could be shortened, conceptually, 
by an application of Lemma 2.5, which says that the annihi
lator ideal of an essentially minimal N-group is primitive. 
With this, the proof of Theorem 4.5 is complete once K has 
been shown to be an essentially minimal N-group. In the 
proof of Theorem 4.6, however, it still must be argued that 
(0_:N) = (K:N) , and this argument prevents any effective 
shortening of the proof. The proofs given also exhibit the 
same duality that is obvious in the statements of these two 
theorems.

Theorem 4.7: If K is a modular m-maximal right ideal
of the nearring N, then N/(K:N) is primitive. A nearring N 
is primitive if and only if it contains a modular m-maximal 
right ideal K such that (K:N) is the zero ideal.

Proof ; There is some n in N that is not in K since K 
is m-maximal. Because K is modular, (n - en) is in K, where 
e is the left identity modulo K. Hence en is not in K, for
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otherwise n must be in K. Thus K, and the first state
ment follows from the preceding theorem.

If (K:N) = (0), then N is isomorphic to N/(K:N), so N 
is primitive by the first statement of this theorem.

If N is primitive there exists an essentially minimal 
N-group G with = (0). By Theorem 2.7, there is a g in G 
such that gN = G and is a modular m-maximal right ideal 
of N. Let K = A g . If n is in (K:N), then Nn ç  K, so gNn = 
{0}. But gN = G, so Gn = {0}. Thus n is in A^ = (0), so 
(K:N) = (0), and the proof is complete.

Theorem 4.8: Each primitive nearring N is isomorphic
to a nearring of transformations on a difference group of 
(N,+).

Proof : If N is primitive, there is, by Theorem 4.7, a
modular m-maximal right ideal K of N such that (K:N) = (0)• 
Let G be the group (N,+) - (K,+), and let T be the nearring 
of all transformations of G into itself. Consider the map 
f of N into T defined for each x in N by (n + K)(xf) = nx + K. 
By the definitions of addition and multiplication in T, f 
is seen to be a nearring homomorphism. Also, the kernel of 
f is {0}, for if xf = 0 in T, then (nx + K) = K for each n 
in N, and hence x is in (K:N) = (0). Thus N is isomorphic 
to a subnearring of T.

An essentially minimal N-group G such that Ag = (0) 
will be called a primitive N-group. By definition, N has a
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primitive N-group if and only if N is a primitive nearring.

Nearfields are primitive. This will be established 
(Theorem 5.4) in the next chapter, as will the fact (Theorem 
5.2) that a nearfield has only the two trivial ideals. Of 
more direct interest here is the result that for a nearfield 
N the primitive N-groups and essentially minimal N-groups 
coincide. A somewhat more general statement holds.

Theorem 4.9: If N is a primitive nearring that has
only the two trivial ideals, (0) and N, then an N-group G is 
primitive if and only if it is essentially minimal.

Proof ; Any primitive N-group is essentially minimal, 
by definition. Conversely, if G is essentially minimal, 
then GN ^ {0}. Thus A^ ^ N, so A^ must be (0), the only 
other ideal of N.

Corollary 4.10: If N is a nearfield, then an N-group
is primitive if and only if it is essentially minimal.

Each nearfield, as well as each of the nearrings men
tioned in Chapter I, has a two-sided identity. From a pure
ly abstract viewpoint, however, it is clear that the assump
tion that a nearring has an identity, even a one-sided iden
tity, is a major restriction. The existence of an identity 
has many consequences concerning the structure of a near
ring. For example, if a nearring has a left identity then 
every right ideal is modular. For a second example, if N is 
an arbitrary nearring it is not at all obvious (it is, in
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fact, unknown) whether or not gN = G for each nonzero g in 
an essentially minimal N-group G. However, if N has a right 
identity, this property is characteristic of essentially 
minimal N-groups.

Theorem 4.11: If N is a nearring with right identity
e, then a nonzero N-group G is essentially minimal if and 
only if gN = G for each nonzero g in G.

Proof : If gN = G 7̂  {0} for each nonzero g in G, and if
H is any nonzero N-subgroup of G , then G = HN Ç H Ç  G. Thus 
H = G, and G is essentially minimal.

Conversely, if G is an essentially minimal N-group, 
then by Theorem 2.7 there is a g' in G such that g'N = G .
Thus for each g in G there is an n^ in N such that g = g'n^.
Hence for each nonzero g in G, g = g'^g = g'(n^e) = (g'n^)e 
= ge is in gN. Thus gN ^ {0}. But gN is an N-subgroup of
G and G is minimal, so gN = G.

If attention is restricted to primitive nearrings, the 
assumption that a right identity exists yields an even 
stronger conclusion. In fact, a right identity in a primi
tive nearring is a two-sided identity. A portion of the 
proof will be stated as a lemma which is of some indepen
dent interest. Following Jacobson [9], an N-group G will 
be called unital if N has a right identity e and ge = g for 
each g in G.

Lemma 4.12; If N has a right identity e, then each 
essentially minimal N-group G is unital.
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Proof : As in the proof of Theorem 4.11, because G is

essentially minimal there is a g' in G such that for each g
in G there is an n in N for which g = g'n . Hence for eachg g
g in G, g = g'n^ = g'Cn^e) = (g'n^)e = ge.

Theorem 4.13; A right identity e in a primitive near
ring N is a two-sided identity.

Proof : Let G be a primitive N-group. By the lemma G
is unital. Hence, 0 = gn - gen = g(n - en) for each g in G 
and n in N. Thus (n - en) is in A^. But A^ = (0), so n = 
en for each n in N.

Corollary 4.14; In a nearring N with right identity e, 
each primitive ideal is modular.

Proof : Let K be a primitive ideal of N. Then N/K is
primitive with right identity (e + K ) . By the theorem 
(e + K) is also a left identity in N/K, so e is a left iden
tity modulo K.

Recall that an N-module M is an N-subgroup of (N,+) 
and that M is invariant if NM Q  M. Since M need not be a 
normal subgroup of (N,+), the N-modules are distinct from 
the right ideals of N. Indeed, each N-module is a subnear
ring of N, though a right ideal of N need not be. If and 
only if N is special do the right ideals of N form a subset 
of the N-modules. If N is a ring, or any special nearring 
with commutative addition, the two concepts coincide. This
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last statement hints of the importance of modules in the 
theory of nearrings. Some of the properties of an ideal in 
a ring come from its structure as an ideal in a nearring, 
others come from its structure as a nearring module.

The next few pages will lead up to Theorem 4.25, men
tioned at the start of this chapter, which says that with 
respect to invariant modules the radical of a general near
ring is hereditary. This will illustrate the comments of 
the preceding paragraph, for it is a natural generalization 
of a result in the theory of rings concerning the hereditary 
behavior with respect to ideals of the Jacobson radical of 
a ring. As a first step it will be shown that primitivity 
is hereditary in this generalized sense.

Theorem 4.15; A nonzero invariant N-module M of a pri
mitive nearring N is itself a primitive nearring.

Proof ; It is immediate that an N-module is a subnear
ring of N. Let G be a primitive N-group. It is obvious 
that G can be regarded as an M-group and that the annihila
tor ideal of G in M is (0). Only the minimality of G as an 
M-group needs to be established. To do this, let H be a 
nonzero M-subgroup of G. There are two cases to be con
sidered.

If HM {0}, then hM {0} for some h in H. But 
(hM)N = h(MN) Ç hM, because M is an N-module. Thus hM is a 
nonzero N-subgroup of G, so hM = G. Hence G = HM ç  h c  g , 
so H = G.
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If HM = {O}, it may be assumed that HN ^ {0}, for 

otherwise H is a nonzero N-subgroup of G, whence H = G.
Now, HN ^ {0} implies hN ^ {0} for some h in H. Thus, 
since hN is an N-subgroup of G, hN = G and HN = G. But,
because M is invariant, GM = (HN)M = H(NM) Ç  HM = {0}.
This implies M c  = (0), which contradicts the assumption 
that M (0) . In each case then, H = G.

Thus the only possible M-subgroups of G are {0} and G ,
so G is indeed a minimal M-group, and the proof is complete.

An immediate corollary of this theorem is the well- 
known result that each nonzero ideal in a primitive ring is 
itself a primitive ring. Somewhat more generally, if K is 
a nonzero ideal of the primitive nearring N, then (kn - On) 
is in K for each k in K and n in N. It follows that if
ON Ç  K, then KN Ç  K. Also, NK Ç  K because K is an ideal, so
K may act as the invariant N-module M in Theorem 4.15. Two 
corollaries to the theorem are then evident.

Corollary 4.16: A nonzero ideal K of a primitive near
ring N is itself a primitive nearring if ON Ç  K.

Corollary 4.17; A nonzero ideal K of a primitive spe
cial nearring N is itself a primitive special nearring.

Another result that follows from Theorem 4.15 concerns
primitive ideals and N-modules.

Corollary 4.18: A primitive ideal P of a nearring N is
also a primitive ideal of any invariant N-module M (consid
ered as a nearring) which properly contains P.
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Proof : A straightforward check of the required proper

ties shows that M = (M/P,+) is a nonzero invariant (N/P)- 
module. Since N/P is primitive, the conclusion follows from 
Theorem 4.15 and the definition of a primitive ideal.

In particular, a primitive ideal P of a special near
ring N is also a primitive ideal of any ideal Q of N that 
properly contains P.

Notice that the radical has been defined only for near
rings . Whenever the radical of an ideal K or of an N-module 
M is mentioned, it is the radical of the nearring K or the 
nearring M that is meant. With the aid of a pair of lemmata, 
one half of the hereditary property of the radical is easily 
obtained from Theorem 4.15. The first lemma is a special 
case of a theorem due to R. J. Roth, cited by Beidleman in
[3]; the second lemma is one form of the "Second Isomorphism 
Theorem" for nearrings.

Lemma 4.19; If K is a right ideal of the nearring N 
and M is an N-module, then K + M = {k + m|keK, meM} is an 
N-module.

Proof : Certainly, K + M = M + K i s a  subgroup of
(N,+), since M is a subgroup and K is a normal subgroup of
(N,+). For each m in M, each k in K, and each n in N,
(m + k)n - mn is in K and mn is in M, so (m + k)n is in
K + M. Thus K + M is an N-module.
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Lemma 4.20: If K is an ideal of the nearring N and M

is an N-module, then (M + K)/K is isomorphic to M/CMPiK).
Proof ; By Lemma 4.19, M + K is an N-module, hence a 

subnearring. Obviously, K is an ideal of M + K, so 
(M + K)/K is a nearring. Clearly, from group theory, M H K  

is a normal subgroup of (M,+). Also MN ç M and NK Q  K im
ply M(MnK) Q  M H K .  Finally, because K is a right ideal 
and M is a subnearring, (mi + x)m 2 - mimg is in MPiK for 
each mi and m 2 in M and x in M H K .  Thus M H K  is an ideal 
of M, so M/CMHK) is a nearring. It is easily checked that 
the map f defined by (m + k + K) f = m + (MHK) is the re
quired isomorphism from (M + K)/K to M/CMHK).

Theorem 4.21; If N is a nearring with radical J, if M 
is an invariant N-module, and if I is the radical of M, then 
I G  M H j .  In particular, if N is semisimple, so also is M.

Proof : If M  Ç J the conclusion is obvious. If M g J,
let P be any primitive ideal of N such that M g P. Such a 
P must exist, by Theorem 2.6. Now, M + P is an N-module, 
by Lemma 4.19, and it is clear that M + P properly contains 
P and that N(M + P) ç  M + P. Hence, by Corollary 4.18,
(M + P)/P is primitive, and so, by Lemma 4.20, M/(Mnp) is 
primitive.

Thus M O P  is a primitive ideal of M for each primitive 
ideal P of N such that M g  P. By Theorem 2.6 applied to M 
then, the radical I of M is contained in n { M  AP|P is a pri
mitive ideal of N} = M O J .
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The completion of the proof of the hereditary property 

of the radical, i.e., the proof that M H J  ç I in the nota
tion of Theorem 4.21, makes use of modular m-maximal right 
ideals instead of the primitive ideals used in the preceding 
proof. The key step is given in

Lemma 4.22; For each N-module M and each modular m- 
maximal right ideal K of the nearring M, there is a modular 
m-maximal right ideal L of N such that LPiM = K.

Proof : By Theorems 2.7 and 2.8, G = (M, + ) - (K, + ) is
an essentially minimal M-group. As in Theorem 2.8, the
multiplication of G by M is given by mimg = m^mg where x 
denotes the element (x + K) of G. Let e be a left identity 
modulo K in M. Then (m - em) is in K for each m in M. It
follows that eM = G , because, for each m in G, m = em = im
is in eM. The annihilator right ideal of e in M is K, for
em = 0 if and only if em is in K. But m - em is in K, and
so em is in K if and only if m is in K.

With the definition mn = mn for each m in G and n in N,
G may be considered as an N-group. G is minimal as an N- 
group, because any N-subgroup of G would be an M-subgroup of 
the minimal M-group. Because {O’} ^ GM ç GN, G is an essen
tially minimal N-group. Also, G = eM ç  ëN 9  G, so eN = G.
Let L be the annihilator right ideal of ë  in N. For each m 
in L H M ,  ëm = O’, so em is in K. Since (m - em) is in K also, 
m is in K. Conversely, for each m in K, ëm = Ü", so m is in 
L. Thus L H M  = K.
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Corollary 4.23; If an N-module M is considered as a 

nearring, each essentially minimal M-group G can be M-iso- 
morphically embedded in an essentially minimal N-group.

Proof : By Theorems 2.7 and 2.8, there is a g in G such
that G = gM is M-isomorphic to (M,+) - (K,+), where K is 
the annihilator right ideal of g in M and K is modular and 
m-maximal. By the lemma, there is a modular m-maximal right 
ideal L of N such that L O M  = K. Again, by Theorems 2.7 and 
2.8, G ' = (N,+) - (L,+) is an essentially minimal N-group.
It is easily verified that the map f defined by (m + K)f =
(m + L) is an M-isomorphism of (M,+) - (K,+) into G '.

The second half of the hereditary property can now be 
established under hypotheses slightly less restrictive than 
those required for the first half, Theorem 4.21; it is not 
required here that the N-module M be invariant.

Theorem 4.24; If N is a nearring with radical J and M 
is an N-module with radical I, then M H J  ç i .

Proof ; If I = M the conclusion is obvious. Assume 
then I ^ M. By Theorem 2.9, when the radical is a proper 
ideal it is the intersection of all the modular m-maximal 
right ideals of the nearring. For each modular m-maximal 
right ideal K of M let K' be a modular m-maximal right ideal 
of N (given by Lemma 4.22) such that M H k ' = K. Let X be 
the set of all such right ideals K of M, let Y be the set of 
all the corresponding right ideals K' of N, and let Z be the
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set of all modular m-maximal right ideals of N. Then 
M H J  = Mn{nL|LeZ} = n{MnL|LeZ}, and thus MPiJC 
n  {MPiK' |k 'eY} = n{K|KeX} = I. Notice that the hypothesis 
I ^ M implies that Z is not empty, i.e., that J ^ N. For 
if Z is empty, it follows from Lemma 4.22 that there is no 
modular m-maximal right ideal of M, and hence I = M.

Theorem 4.25; If N is a nearring with radical J, if 
M is an invariant N-module, and if I is the radical of M, 
then I = M n  J .

Proof ; Theorem 4.21 and Theorem 4.24.

Just as Theorem 4.15 produced Corollaries 4.16 and 
4.17, each of the theorems of these last few pages can be 
specialized by taking the N-module M to be an ideal of N.
For example. Theorem 4.25 yields

Corollary 4.26: If N is a nearring with radical J, if
K is an ideal of N such that ON Ç  K, and if I is the radical 
of K, then I = K O J .

Corollary 4.27; If N is a special nearring with radi
cal J and K is an ideal of N with radical I, then I = KPiJ.

From this last result there follows immediately
Corollary 4.28; The radical J of a special nearring N 

is itself a radical nearring, i.e., the radical of J is J.

It is now clear how the hereditary property of the 
radical is affected as the ascent is made from rings to more
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general nearrings. It is with respect to invariant nearring 
modules that the radical is hereditary. This is obscured in 
rings by the fact that the modules and ideals coincide.
Even in special nearrings the hereditary property is obscur
ed to some extent because each ideal is a module. It is in 
general nearrings, where module properties and ideal proper
ties are distinct, that the true situation is seen most 
plainly.

The relationship of the radical of N with the nil and 
nilpotent N-modules will now be considered. Recall that 
Betsch showed (Theorem 2.10) that a special nearring N with 
minimum condition is semisimple if and only if {0} is the 
only nilpotent N-module. One half of this theorem holds 
more generally. The radical contains each module that is 
"nilpotent modulo the radical". This is stated more pre
cisely as

Theorem 4.29; If N is a nearring with radical J, and 
if M is an N-module such that M ç  J for some positive inte
ger k, then M ç  j.

Proof ; If M 2  J there must be some minimal N-group G 
such that GM {0}, and hence some g in G such that gM
{0}. But gM is an N-subgroup of the minimal N-group G, so
gM = G . Thus GM = G , and it follows that {0} G = GM =
GM^ = ... = g m ^. But M ^  Ç  J, and so GM = GM^ = {0}, which
is a contradiction. Thus M C  j.
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Corollary 4.30: The radical J of N contains every nil-

potent N-module M.
Proof : There is some positive integer k such that

= {0}. Obviously, {0} ç  j.

Corollary 4.31; If N is semisimple then {0} is the 
only possible nilpotent N-module.

Proof : If {0} is an N-module it is certainly nilpotent,
(It was remarked earlier that if N is not special {0} is not 
an N-module.)

A proof similar to that of Theorem 4.29 holds for nil 
N-modules in special nearrings.

Theorem 4.32: If N is special each nil N-module M is
contained in the radical J of N.

Proof ; If M 2  J there must be some minimal N-group G 
such that GM {0}, and hence some g in G such that gM 
{0}. But, being a nonzero N-subgroup of the minimal N- 
group G, gM = G. Thus there is some m in M such that
gm = g, so g = gm = gm^ = •••. But m is in M, so m is nil-

k kpotent, say m = 0^. Then g = gm = ••• = gm = gO^ = 0^,
so G = gM = OgM. By Theorem 2.1, O^M = {O^}, because N is 
special. But G is minimal, so g 7  ̂ {0^}. To avoid the con
tradiction, M must be contained in J.

The last two theorems show that certain N-modules are 
known to be contained in the radical. The next theorem and 
its corollary identify certain right ideals that are con
tained in the radical of a special nearring.
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Theorem 4.33: If N is a nearring with radical J and M

is an N-module such that M g  J, then either M is essentially 
minimal or M contains a proper nonzero ideal of the N-group 
M.

Proof : Since M g J there is an essentially minimal N-
group G such that GM. ^ {O}. Hence, by a now familiar argu
ment, there is a g in G such that gM = G. By Theorem 2.8,
G is N-isomorphic to the difference N-group M = (M,+) - 
(A^n M,+). Now, the natural map f from M to M, defined by 
(m)f = m, is an onto homomorphism and is easily seen to be 
an N-homomorphism. Thus either A^Pi M = {O} and M is iso
morphic to G, or A g H M ,  being the nonzero kernel of an N- 
homomorphism, is a nonzero ideal of the N-group M. In the 
latter case, A ^ H M  ^ M because M is isomorphic to G which 
is nonzero.

Corollary 4.34: The radical of a special nearring N
contains each minimal right ideal K of N that is not m-mini
mal .

Proof : Let K be the N-module M in the theorem. Since
K is a right ideal, so also is A ^ n  K. Because K is minimal 
as a right ideal, it cannot properly contain a nonzero right 
ideal of N. The theorem then allows only two possible con
clusions: either K is essentially minimal as an N-group, in
which case K is clearly m-minimal; or K is contained in the 
radical of N.
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Just as minimal right ideals can be related to the 

radical (at least in special nearrings), so also can maximal 
right ideals.

Theorem 4.35: Each nilpotent right ideal K of a near
ring N is contained in each modular maximal right ideal H 
of N.

Proof ; Assume = (0). If K 2  H, then K + H = N be
cause the sum of right ideals is a right ideal and H is 
maximal. Let e be a left identity modulo H and let e = k + h, 
where k is in K and h is in H.

By assumption, ç  h. The proof proceeds by induction 
on the exponent n. Assume ç  h for some integer m > 1,
and let k . be in Then ek^ , = ( (k + h)k , - kk ,)m-l m-1 m-1 m-1
+ kk . is in H + = H. Thus ek . is in H. Butm-1 m-1
(k T - ek T) is also in H for each k . in som-1 m-1 m-1
H. By induction, K ç  H, contrary to assumption. To avoid 
this contradiction, K ç  h.

Corollary 4.36: If the radical J of N is nilpotent, J 
is contained in each modular maximal right ideal of N.

Proof : J is a right ideal of N.

Corollary 4.37; If the radical J of a special nearring 
N is nilpotent, then J is the intersection of all the modu
lar maximal right ideals of N.

Proof ; Let I be the intersection in question. By 
Corollary 4.36, J ç  i . Because N is special, each right
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ideal is a module, so each module-maximal right ideal is 
surely maximal as a right ideal. Then I, the intersection 
of all the modular maximal right ideals of N, is contained 
in the intersection of those that are only m-maximal, and 
that intersection is J. Thus I ç j, so I = J.



CHAPTER V 

NEARFIELDS AND SUBDIRECT SUMS

A nearfield is a nearring in which the nonzero ele
ments form a group under multiplication. Since a group is 
a nonempty set, a nearfield contains at least two distinct 
elements, the additive and multiplicative identities. Be
cause multiplicative inverses exist for nonzero elements, 
a nearfield has no nonzero divisors of zero.

In 1936 Zassenhaus [17] showed that the additive group 
of any finite nearfield must be commutative. In 1940 B. H. 
Neumann [15] extended this result to all nearfields. Thus a 
(left) nearfield satisfies all the axioms of a division ring 
except, possibly, the right distributive law. It is not 
surprising then that a nearfield with some restriction on 
its multiplicative group frequently turns out to be a field 
or division ring. The next few theorems establish some use
ful properties of nearfields. The symbol e will be used 
for the multiplicative identity.

Theorem 5.1: A nearfield is a special nearring.
Proof ; If N is a nearfield and there is some element 

n in N such that On ^ 0, then On must have a multiplicative
41
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inverse m. For each x in N it follows that x = xe = x(m(On)) 
= (xmO)n = On. Thus On is the only element of N, which con
tradicts the fact that a nearfield must have more than one 
element.

Theorem 5.2: A nearfield N has exactly two ideals,
(0) and N.

Proof : If K is an ideal of N, then NK c  K. Assume
that K 7̂  (0) , and let k be a nonzero element of K. Now k 
has a multiplicative inverse h, so hk = e is in K. Thus 
ne = n is in K for each n in N, and hence K = N.

Corollary 5.3; A nearfield is subdirectly irreducible.
Proof : This is an immediate consequence of Theorem

5.2 and Corollary 3.3.

Theorem 5.4; A nearfield N is primitive.
Proof ; M = (N, + ) is an N-group. If M' is any nonzero 

N-subgroup of M, then any nonzero element m in M' has a 
multiplicative inverse n in N. Thus mn = e is in M'N which 
is contained in M ' . Hence en = n is in M' for each n in N, 
so M' = N = M, i.e., M is minimal. Since e is in M, Aĵ  =
(0). Thus M is an essentially minimal N-group whose annihi
lator ideal is zero, i.e., N is primitive.

An immediate corollary of this proof is that a near
field has only two N-modules, {0} and (N,+). A more general 
result will be proved in Corollary 5.16.
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Theorem 5.5: If N/K is a nearfield, then K is a maxi

mal ideal of the nearring N.
Proof ; Because a nearfield has more than one element, 

K must be a proper ideal of N. Let m be any element of N 
that is not in K and let n be any element of N. Then m =
(m + K) / K = o’, and since N/K is a nearfield there is an 
X = n (m) ^ in N/K such that ïEm = x m = n. Hence there is 
a k in K such that xm + k = n. But n is arbitrary in N, 
so it has been shown that the ideal generated by K and any 
element of N not in K is all of N, i.e., K is maximal in N.

Certain properties of nearfields will carry over to
any subdirect sum of nearfields. For example, any subdi
rect sum of nearfields must have commutative addition and 
must be a special nearring. Only slightly less obvious 
than this is

Theorem 5.6; If N is isomorphic to a subdirect sum 
of the nearfields N^, then N is semisimple and the inter
section of all the maximal ideals of N is the zero ideal.

Proof ; The first claim is an immediate result of 
Theorems 5.4 and 3.5. By the definition of subdirect sum 
there exist homomorphisms h^ of N onto N ^ . Let K^ be the 
kernel of h^. Then N/K^ is isomorphic to the nearfield N^, 
so by Theorem 5.5 each K^ is a maximal ideal of N. It fol
lows from Theorem 3.1 that for each nonzero element n in N 
there is some K^ such that n is not in K ^ . Hence the inter
section of all the K^ is the zero ideal.
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Lemma 5.7: If K is a maximal ideal in a nearring N,

then the zero ideal is maximal in N/K.
Proof ; A straightforward check of the defining proper

ties of an ideal shows that, if N/K had a nonzero proper 
ideal I, then I = {neN|n = (n + K)eT} would be a proper ideal 
of N that properly contains K. This is impossible, so the 
zero ideal is maximal in N/K.

Theorem 5.8: Let N be a nearring in which multiplica
tion is commutative. The difference nearring N/K is a field 
(not just a nearfield) if and only if K is a modular maximal 
right ideal of N.

Proof : Assume K is a modular maximal right ideal of N.
Because N has commutative multiplication. On = nO = 0 for 
each n in N, so N is special and nk = kn - On = (0 + k)n - 
On is in K for each n in N. Thus K is an ideal of N. Also, 
the multiplication in N/K inherits commutativity from that 
in N. Let e be the left identity modulo K. Then e =
(e + K) is an identity in N/K. Thus N/K is a nearring with 
identity in which multiplication is commutative. Berman 
and Silverman show in [4] that under these conditions N/K 
is a commutative ring with identity. Such a ring is a field 
if and only if the zero ideal is maximal. By the lemma 
then, N/K is a field.

Conversely, if N/K is a field it is a nearfield. By 
Theorem 5.5, K is a maximal ideal of N. As before, each
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right ideal of N is an ideal, because multiplication is com
mutative. Hence K, being maximal as an ideal of N, must
also be maximal as a right ideal. Let e = (e + K) be the 
identity of N/K. Then n = en for each n in N, so (n - en) 
is in K for each n in N. Thus K is modular.

Theorem 5.9: A nearring N has commutative multiplica
tion and is primitive if and only if it is a field.

Proof : If N is a field it has commutative multiplica
tion. Also, a field is a nearfield and therefore primitive.

Conversely, if N is a primitive nearring with commuta
tive multiplication, there is, by Theorem 4.7, a modular 
m-maximal right ideal K of N such that (K:N) = (0). By 
commutativity, N is special and K is a modular ideal.
Hence N K  ç  K, so K C  (K:N) = (0). Thus (0) is a modular 
m-maximal ideal. Because multiplication is commutative, 
each right ideal of N is an N-module. Hence (0), being an
m-maximal ideal, must also be maximal as a right ideal. It
now follows from Theorem 5.8 that N is a field.

Corollary 5.10; A nonzero nearring N with commutative 
multiplication is semisimple if and only if it is isomorphic 
to a subdirect sum of fields.

Proof : This is a direct consequence of Theorems 3.5
and 5.9.

Corollary 5.11: A semisimple nearring with commutative
multiplication is a ring.
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Thus the semisimple nearrings with commutative multi

plication have been completely determined. Such a nearring 
is either the zero ring or is isomorphic to a subdirect sum 
of fields.

If J is the radical of the nearring N, it is known 
(Theorem 2.3) that N/J is semisimple. It follows immediately 
from Corollary 5.11 that if multiplication is commutative in 
N/J then N/J is a commutative ring. This result can be 
stated in terms of elements in the radical J as

Corollary 5.12; In the nearring N with radical J, if 
mn - nm is in J for each m and n in N, then (m + n) -
(n + m) is in J for each m and n in N.

Proof ; The hypothesis is that N/J has commutative
multiplication; the conclusion is that N/J has commutative
addition. A nearring with commutative addition and multi
plication is a commutative ring.

As an example of a nearring with commutative multipli
cation that is not semisimple, let N be any noncommutative 
group in additive notation. Define mn = 0 for all m and n 
in N. With this multiplication, N is a nearring with com
mutative multiplication that is not a ring. This example is 
a special nearring. Indeed, it is a distributively genera
ted nearring. (A nearring is distributively generated if 
there is a subsemigroup S of right distributive elements of 
the multiplicative semigroup which generates the nearring 
additively. Each distributively generated nearring is a
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special nearring.) Since every element annihilates all of 
N, this example is a radical nearring, that is, the radical 
is all of N.

Let J be the radical of a nearring N. Because the 
radical of N/J is the zero ideal, there follows immediately 
from Corollary 5.10

Corollary 5.13; A nearring N with commutative multi
plication is either a radical nearring or it has a homomor
phic image which is a subdirect sum of fields.

In order to relax the restriction of Theorem 5.8 to 
nearrings in which multiplication is commutative, the con
cept of modularity will now be extended. An ideal K of a 
nearring N will be called right modular if there exists an 
element e ' in N such that (n - ne') is in K for each n in N , 
and such an element e ' will be called a right identity 
modulo K. If K is both modular and right modular, K will 
be called bimodular.

In a nearring with identity element it is obvious that 
all ideals are bimodular. A less trivial example is given 
by the ring qZ/pqZ, where p and q are distinct primes. (Here 
the symbol kZ represents the ring of all integral multiples 
of k, and qZ/pqZ represents the ring of residue classes.) 
Since qZ/pqZ is isomorphic to the integers modulo p, it is 
a field. Thus qZ/pqZ has an identity element, although qZ 
itself does not. It follows that the ideal pqZ of the ring
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qZ must be bimodular. Similarly, if N/K is a nearring with 
identity, then K is a bimodular ideal of N.

Theorem 5.14; A difference nearring N/K is a nearfield 
if and only if K is a bimodular m-maximal ideal of N.

Proof : If K is bimodular there exist e and e ' in N
such that (n - en) and (n - ne') are in K for each n in N.
Hence e = (e + K) is a left identity and e ' = (e' + K) is a
right identity in N/K, so e = ë = e ', and thus e is a
two-sided identity in N/K.

Now K is a modular m-maximal right ideal of N, so, by 
Theorems 2.7 and 2.8, G = (N,+) - (K,+) is an essentially 
minimal N-group. By the definition gn = gn for each g in G 
and each n = (n + K) in N/K, G is made into an essentially 
minimal (N/K)-group. If g is any nonzero element of G, 
then g (N/K) is an (N/K)-subgroup of G, so g (N/K) = {0} or 
g (N/K) = G. But g (N/K) = {0} implies that ge = 0, which 
cannot be since ë is an identity in N/K and g = (n + K) for 
some n in N. Thus g (N/K) = G , so there is an m in N such 
that g (m + K) = (e + K) = ë, i.e., each nonzero element of 
N/K has a right (multiplicative) inverse in N/K. Hence the 
nonzero elements of N/K form a group under multiplication, 
i.e., N/K is a nearfield.

Conversely, if N/K is a nearfield with identity (e + K ) , 
then e is clearly a right and left identity modulo K, so K 
is bimodular. If K is properly contained in an N-module L, 
then the image L ' of L under the natural homomorphism of N
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onto N/K is a nonzero (N/K)-module. By the remark following 
Theorem 5.4 it follows that L ' = N/K, so L = N. Thus K is 
m-maximal and the proof is complete.

Corollary 5.15; A nearring N is a nearfield if and 
only if N has an identity and the zero ideal is m-maximal.

Proof : N has an identity if and only if the zero ideal
is bimodular.

Corollary 5.16; A nonzero nearring N with identity is 
a nearfield if and only if {0} and (N,+) are the only N- 
modules.

Proof ; It was observed just after Theorem 5.4 that in 
a nearfield N the only N-modules are {0} and (N,+). If N 
is a nonzero nearring with identity having only the two N- 
modules {0} and (N,+), then (0) is a bimodular m-maximal 
ideal of N.

Corollary 5.17: A difference nearring N/K is a near
field if and only if K is an m-maximal primitive right 
modular ideal of N.

Proof ; If N/K is a nearfield then K is bimodular and 
m-maximal by Theorem 5.14. Since a nearfield is primitive,
K is also primitive.

Conversely, if K is primitive and right modular, then 
K is bimodular by Theorem 4.13. Thus if K is m-maximal, 
primitive, and right modular, it is m-maximal and bimodular. 
By Theorem 5.14 then, N/K is a nearfield.
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Corollary 5.18: A nearring N with right identity e

is a nearfield if and only if N is primitive and (N,+) is 
the only nonzero N-module.

Proof : If N is a nearfield, then N is nonzero and has
an identity. By Corollary 5.16, (N,+) is the only nonzero 
N-module. By Theorem 5.4, N is primitive.

Conversely, if N is primitive and has right identity e, 
and if (N,+) is the only nonzero N-module, then (0) is right 
modular, primitive and m-maximal. By Corollary 5.17, N is 
a nearfield.

It is well-known (Barnes [1] p. 126) that, given a com
mutative ring R with an ideal M, R/M is a field if and only 
if M.is a maximal ideal of R and x is in M whenever x^ is 
in M. One generalization of this theorem for arbitrary 
nearrings substitutes a third condition for the commutati
vity of multiplication.

Theorem 5.19: A difference nearring N/K is a nearfield
if and only if the following three conditions are satisfied.

(1) K is an m-maximal ideal of N.
(2) If x^ is in K then x is in K.
(3) For each y in N but not in K and for each n in N,

there is an m in N such that yn - my is in K.
Proof : If N/K is a nearfield, then K is a bimodular

m-maximal ideal of K, by Theorem 5.14. Since a nearfield 
has no nonzero divisors of zero, x^ = O' implies x = 0, i.e.,
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in K implies x is in K. Finally, if y is in N but not in

_  1K, then y has a multiplicative inverse y in N/K. Given n
in N, define m = y n y Then my = y n , so yn - my is in K.

Conversely, if (1), (2), and (3) hold, let ÿ be any
nonzero element of N/K and let u be arbitrary in N. Then 
y / 0 implies y^ is not in K, by (2). Thus the N-module yN 
is not contained in K. By Lemma 4.19, K + yN is an N-mod
ule. Since K + yN properly contains K, it follows from (1) 
that K + yN = N. Hence there is a k in K and an n in N such 
that u = k + yn, i.e., u = yn. By (3) then, there is an m 
in N such that u = my. This shows that both u = y F and 
u = z y have solutions in N/K, so the nonzero elements of 
N/K form a multiplicative group, i.e., N/K is a nearfield.

These characterizations (Theorem 5.14, Corollary 5.17, 
and Theorem 5.19) of the difference nearrings that are 
nearfields can be combined with Theorem 3.1 to characterize, 
in terms of the ideals of those theorems, the nearrings 
that have representations as subdirect sums of nearfields. 
For example. Theorem 5.14 yields

Theorem 5.20: A nonzero nearring N is isomorphic to a
subdirect sum of nearfields if and only if the intersection 
of all bimodular m-maximal ideals of N is the zero ideal.

Proof ; If N is isomorphic to a subdirect sum of the 
nearfields Nj^, then there exist homomorphisrfis ĥ  ̂ of N onto 
Nj^. Let Kĵ  be the kernel of h^. Then N/K^ is isomorphic to
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the nearfield N^, and so, by Theorem 5.14, each is a
bimodular m-maximal ideal of N. Theorem 3.1 says that for 
each nonzero element n of N there is some such that n is 
not in K^. Hence the intersection of all the must be the
zero ideal.

Conversely, if the intersection of all the bimodular 
m-maximal ideals of N is the zero ideal, then each N/K^ 
is a nearfield, and the natural homomorphisms h^ of N onto 
N/K^ are such that each nonzero element of N has a nonzero 
image under some h ^ . By Theorem 3.1, N has a representation 
as a subdirect sum of the nearfields N/K^.



CHAPTER VI

OTHER RESULTS: PEIRCE DECOMPOSITION FOR NEARRINGS

A nearring N will be called the ordered sum of sub
nearrings of N, in symbols N = +{Q^|iel} where the index 
set I is linearly ordered, if each nonzero element of N can 
be expressed uniquely as the ordered sum of a finite number 
of nonzero elements such that q^ is in , the order of 
the sum being that of the index set I.

N is clearly an ordered sum if the additive group of N 
is isomorphic to the discrete direct sum of the additive 
groups of subnearrings It follows that each discrete
direct sum of nearrings, as defined in Chapter III, may be 
considered as an ordered sum. Indeed, it may be considered 
as such for each possible ordering of the summands.

There exist nearrings that are ordered sums, but that 
are not direct sums. For example, let S be an arbitrary 
ring, and let R be the usual extension ring of S such that 
R has an identity element and contains an ideal that is iso
morphic to S. That is, let R be the sêlt\{(x,n) |xeS, neZ},
where Z is the ring of integers, togethergwith the opera-

1tions defined by (x,m) + (y,n) =. (x+y,m+n) ;|nd (x,m) (y,n) =
5 3 '  ■ I

'f
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(xy+nx+my,mn), where (x,m) and (y,n) are arbitrary elements 
of R. It is clear that S is isomorphic to the ideal S' = 
{(x,0)|xeS}, that Z is isomorphic to the subring Z ' = 
{(0,n)|n£Z}, and finally that R = S' + Z'. The multiplica
tion in R, however, is not the componentwise multiplication 
of the direct sum of the subrings S' and Z ', and thus not
every ordered sum is a direct sum.

Theorem 6.1; If e is an idempotent in the nearring N 
such that Oen = On for each n in N, then N = Q + R = R + Q ,  

where Q = {en|neN} and R = {reN|er = Or = 0}.
Proof : Certainly each element n of N has the two re

presentations n = en + (-en + n) and n = (n - en) + en, where
the element en is in Q, and, under the hypothesis that Oen =
On, both (n - en) and (-en + n) are in R. Also, if t is in
Q then et = t, and if t is in R then et = 0. Thus 0 is the
only element Q and R have in common, and this implies the 
uniqueness of each of the two representations given above 
for an arbitrary element n of N. It remains to be shown 
only that Q and R are subnearrings of N.

Because the left distributive law holds in N, it is 
clear that Q is an additive group. Moreover, Q is a sub
nearring of N, for both e(m - n) = em - en and (em)(en) = 
e(men) are in Q for each m and n in N. Also, if r and s 
are in R, then

e(r - s) = er - es = 0, and 0 (r - s) = Or - Os = 0.
Thus R is an additive group. Finally,
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e(rs) = (er)s = Os = 0, and 0(rs) = (Or)s = Os = 0, 

so R is also a subnearring of N.

This is a modified version of a theorem in [4], where 
it is stated without the Oen = On hypothesis and without 
the condition that OR = {0}. The decomposition is still 
valid without these assumptions, but R cannot be shown to 
be a subnearring.

Two corollaries are immediate consequences of Theorem 
6.1. The second of these is commonly known as the "Nearring 
Decomposition Theorem".

Corollary 6.2; If e is any idempotent in the special 
nearring N, then N = Q + R = R + Q ,  where Q = eN = {en|neN} 
and R = (0:e) = {reN|er = 0}.

Proof : Because N is special, Oen = On and Or = 0 for
each n and r in N.

Corollary 6.3: For each nearring N, N = Q + R = R + Q ,
where Q = ON and R = (0:0) .

Proof ; Let e = 0 in Theorem 6.1.

A generalization of Theorem 6.1 replaces the single 
idempotent e by a set E of orthogonal idempotents. A set 
E = {e^|iel} of idempotents of a nearring N is said to be 
orthogonal if e^e^ = 0 whenever i ̂  j, where i and j are, of
course, elements of the index set I. Any subset of an
orthogonal set of idempotents is obviously orthogonal.
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Let E = {e^|iel} be an orthogonal set of idempotents 

of a nearring N such that 0 is in E. Although it is not 
assumed that I is finite or denumerable, the positive inte
gers Z’*’ will be used as elements of a denumerable subset of
I. Let = {e^njnEN}, and let = {rsNje^r = Or = 0}.

Since E is orthogonal and contains 0, the condition 
Oe^n = On of Theorem 6.1 holds for each e^ in E . It follows 
that N = for each i in I. Moreover, all elements of
E other than e^ are in R^^. Thus each R^ is a nearring that 
contains an orthogonal set E^ of idempotents such that Oer = 
Or for each r in R and each e in E^, and hence Theorem 6.1 
can be applied again to decompose R^.

More specifically, choose e % and eg in E. Then N =
Qi + R i , and Ri = {ea^lreRi} + {reRi|e2 r = Or = 0}. But 
{e2 r|reRi} = RiHQa, and {reRijear = Or = 0} = Ri H  R%.
Thus N = Qi 4- Ri n  Q 2 + Ri n  R 2 . Again, all elements of E 
except ei and e 2 are seen to be in R iH R 2 , and Theorem 6.1 
can be applied to R iA R 2 . In this manner, with the aid of 
the Axiom of Choice, a denumerable subset of E can be seled- 
ted such that N = +{S^|ieZ'*’} + S^, where = H  {R^ | iez"*̂ } ,

Si = Qi, S 2 = RiHQa, S 3 = RiA R 2 A  Q 3 , and in general, = 
n  I i=l/2 , • • • ,k-l}n . Of course, if E is itself finite 
or denumerably infinite, the elements ei,e 2 ,es,*** can be 
so chosen that E is exhausted after a finite or denumerable 
number of steps.

In this decomposition, if N is a special nearring, then
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= {0} when = 0. Also, it may happen that (or 

n  {R^|iEl} if E is finite) contains only the element 0.
These two observations, together with the fact that the 
elements ei,e 2 ,e3 ,*** can be chosen in arbitrary order from 
E, essentially complete the proof of

Theorem 6.4: Let E = {e^jiEl} be an orthogonal set of
idempotents of a nearring N such that 0 is in E. For each 
i in I let = {e^n|neN}, and let = {reN|e^r = Or = 0}. 
Then for each denumerable subset I' of I, N = +{S^|ieI'} +
S^, where = n  {R^liel'} is a right ideal of N, Si = Qi ,
Sz = RiP\Q 2 / and in general S^ = A  {R^ | i=l, 2 , • • • ,k-l}n .
If E is a finite set of k elements, then N has (k+1)!, k l ,
or (k-1)1 such decompositions, according as none, one, or 
both of 0' and are {0}, where Q' = Qĵ  such that e^ = 0
and S^^^ = n  {R^Ii=l,2,•••,k}.

Proof : The only claim not yet established is that
(or S^^^if E is finite with k elements) is a right ideal.
But each R^ is, by definition, just the intersection of the 
annihilator right ideal of 0 with that of e^, and the inter
section of right ideals is again a right ideal.

As an example, let G be the additive group having three 
elements, G = {0,1,2} with the addition modulo 3 as the group 
operation, and let N be the nearring of all transformations 
of G into itself. Each element of N will be represented by 
a triple, the triple (abc) representing the transformation
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that takes 0 into a, 1 into b, and 2 into c. As usual,
right hand notation is used for transformations. Thus
(0) (102) = 1 , (1) (102) = 0 , (2) (102) = 2 .

Let e 1 = (000) , ez = (010) , and e 3 = (002). It is
clear that these elements are orthogonal idempotents and 
that e 1 is the zero of N. A simple computation shows that

((000)) ((000) (101) (202)) ((000) (110) (220)) 
Qi = {(111)}, O 2 = {(010)(111)(212)}, Q 3 = {(001)(111)(221)},

( ( 222) )  ( ( 020) (121) ( 222) )  ( (002) (112 ) (222) )

((0 0 0 ) (0 1 0 ) (0 2 0 )) ((0 0 0 )) ((0 0 0 ))
Ri = {(001)(Oil)(021)}, Rz = {(001)}, R3 = {(010)},

((0 0 2 ) (0 1 2 ) (0 2 2 )) ((0 0 2 )) ((0 2 0 ))
((0 0 0 )) ((0 0 0 )) ((0 0 0 ))

Si = {(111)}, Sz = {(010)}, S 3 = {(001)}, S 4 = {(000)}.
((222)) ((020)) ((002))

By Theorem 6.4 then, N = S i  + Sz + S 3 .
No characterization is known for those nearrings, such 

as the one in the preceding example, that have a finite set 
of k orthogonal idempotents for which S^^^ = {0}. Certainly, 
the nearring of all transformations of a given finite group 
into itself possesses such a set; it is the set of those 
transformations that map one element onto itself and all 
other elements onto the identity element. To see that not 
every nearring having such a finite set of orthogonal idem
potents is of this form, consider the additive group of 
integers modulo 4. The set of those transformations of this 
group into itself that map 3 onto either 3 or 0 forms a 
proper subnearring of the full transformation nearring of 
the group, and yet this subnearring and the full transforma-
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tion nearring have the same set of orthogonal idempotents.

The set C = {xeN|xn = nx for each neN} is called the 
(multiplicative) center of N and an element x in C is called 
a central element. The center C of N may well be empty, 
and even if nonempty it may not be a subnearring of N, (see 
[4]). An element x in the (left) nearring N is called dis
tributive if (n + m)x = nx + mx for each n and m in N.

The assumption that central orthogonal idempotent ele
ments exist in a nearring is, of course, a strong one, al
beit surely weaker than the assumption that multiplication 
is commutative. Several of the implications of such an as
sumption are brought together in the next theorem.

Theorem 6.5; If E = {ei,e2 ,***} is a set of central 
orthogonal idempotents in the nearring N, then

(1) N is special if 0 is in E or if E has two or more 
elements.

(2) Each in E is distributive in N.
(3) T = {teN|e^t = 0 for each e^ in E} is an ideal

of N.
(4) Any finite sum of distinct e^ from E is idempotent.
(5) Each n in N is distributive modulo T over any fi

nite sum of distinct e^ from E. That is, (Ze^)n - Ze^n is 
in T for each n in N.

(6) If 0 is in E or if E has two or more elements, 
then Ë  = {0 + T} U  + T|e^eE} is a set of central orthogo
nal idempotents in N/T such that {teN/T|e^t = 0 for each ê ^



in Ë} = {0} .
(7) If 0 is in E or if E has two or more elements, 

each n + T in N/T is distributive over any finite sum of 
distinct e^ + T.

Proof : (1) If 0 is central, then On = nO = 0 for each
n in N, so N is special. If E has more than one element,
then e^ / ej implies On = e^e^n = ne^e^ = nO = 0, so 0 is
central and N is special.

(2) Each central element is distributive.
(3) T, being the intersection of the annihilator right 

ideals of the ê ,̂ is known to be a right ideal of N. For
each t in T, n in N, and e^ in E

e^(nt) = (e^n)t = (ne^)t = n(e^t) = nO = 0.
Thus NT Ç  T, so T is an ideal of N.

(4) Let Zê  ̂ be any finite sum of distinct e^ from E.
Then (Ze^)2 = (Zej)(Ze^) = EfZeyje^ = Ze^^ =

(5) With Ze^ as in (4), let x = (Ze^)n - Ze^n. Then
ejX = 0 for each e^ in E, so x is in T.

(6) Assume 0 is in E or E has two or more elements.
By (1) , N is special. Let x = x + T. Then 0 e^ = Oê  ̂ =
0 = e^O = e^ 0 for each e^ in E. It is a matter of simi
larly trivial calculation to show that E is a set of central

\
orthogonal idempotents in N/T. If e^ n = 0 for each e^ in 
E, then ê n̂ is in T for each e^ in E, so 0 = e^ (e^n) = 
e^^n = e^n for each e^ in E. Thus if n is in T = {teN/T] 
iT t = o’ for each iT in Ë } , then n is in T, so T = {0}.
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(7) By (5), applied to N/T, (EeT)n - ZeT n is in T, 
By (6) , T = {o’}, so the proof is complete.
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